This paper proposes a RANSAC-based algorithm for determining the axial rotation angle of an object from a pair of its tomographic projections. An equation is derived for calculating the rotation angle using one correct keypoints correspondence of two tomographic projections. The proposed algorithm consists of the following steps: keypoints detection and matching, rotation angle estimation for each point correspondence, outliers filtering with the RANSAC algorithm, finally, calculation of the desired angle by minimizing the re-projection error from the remaining correspondences. To validate the proposed method an experimental comparison against methods based on analysis of the distribution of the angles computed from all correspondences is conducted.
INTRODUCTION
Computed tomography is widely used in various fields: medicine [1] , precise measurements [2] , agriculture [3] . In tomography the mutual trajectories of the sample, detector, and probe radiation source are usually considered known, since they are determined by the targeted movement of the setup components. The most computationally efficient tomographic reconstruction algorithms, such as the FDK [4] and algorithm proposed by A. Katsevich [5] , rely on the geometric accuracy of the instrument and the precisely known trajectories of all its parts. However, the realized trajectory differs from the desired one for various reasons: mechanical backlash, an error in measuring the rotation angles, thermal deformations, the slope of the sample relative to the axis of rotation. The trajectories deviation negatively affects the quality of the reconstruction. Thus, geometric errors are one of the main sources of reconstruction errors [6] . So, a significant effort is regularly put on the calibration of tomography systems. Geometric calibration is a laborious and expensive process, requiring the involvement of specialists with the appropriate qualifications. Moreover, geometric errors inherent even in a calibrated system can still have a negative effect on the quality of reconstruction, and the quality of calibration itself decreases with time. Thus, the development of methods for geometric errors correction is of high practical importance for increasing the accuracy of tomographic measurements.
Meanwhile, the problem of determining the relative motion parameters of a camera is widely studied problem in robotics and computer vision. Essentially this work is an attempt to apply the existing techniques of visual odometry to refine the motion parameters of tomography setup under the condition of a more complex model of image formation (translucent world model in tomography versus opaque world model in classical imaging). In this paper we propose an algorithm for estimating the axial rotation angle of an object under the condition that the camera is stationary (hereinafter, the terms camera and detector stand for digital X-ray detector). The optical axis of the camera is perpendicular to the axis of object rotation. Such system setup is equivalent to the case of the circular camera motion around a stationary object which is well described by the apparatus of epipolar geometry. Further, for simplicity, we will consider this particular motion model. The assumption made in this work is that determining the axial rotation angle will allow for correction of geometric errors related to the inaccuracy of the rotation angle measurement sensors of the detector or object. To determine the relative motion of the camera, detection and matching of keypoints on a pair of tomographic projections are performed. Further, the rotation angle is estimated by calculating the parameters of the epipolar correspondence based on each point match. The implementation of the Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) method is used to filter the wrong matches. The final angle estimate is calculated by minimizing the re-projection error of the correspondences remaining after outliers removal.
RELATED WORK
The problem of geometric errors correction in tomography has been widely studied. The literature offers many models of the influence of geometric errors on the quality of reconstruction [7, 8, 9] . There are two main ways to eliminate the influence of these errors (geometric calibration): (1) calibration based on a reference object -an object with known geometry that allows to evaluate and correct the influence of geometric errors by means of projective geometry [10, 11, 12] ;
(2) calibration based on reference measuring instruments by performing a direct measurement of coordinate inaccuracies in the tomographic scheme [13, 14] . Existing methods of geometric calibration make it possible to partially eliminate the geometric errors. Usually different methods are developed to eliminate a certain type of error (scaling errors [12] , rotational motion measurement errors [15] , etc.). Calibration procedures do not take into account factors arising from the difference between the conditions of calibration experiments and the experiments with real objects. Such factors include thermal deformations arising due to the significantly longer duration of a real tomographic experiment compared with a calibration one, as well as errors caused by a change in the geometry of the test sample or its movement under its own weight during measurements.
An alternative approach to improving the result of tomographic reconstruction is the so-called online calibration. Methods of online calibration allow to evaluate and correct geometric errors after or directly during the tomographic experiment [16, 17, 18, 19, 20] . It can be seen that there is a gradual transition from methods with an a priori known position and shape of the calibration object (for example, [18] , 2014) to methods with the simultaneous reconstruction and and geometric error correction ( [17] , 2017).
An important step in tomographic reconstruction methods with a simultaneous refinement of the motion parameters is the estimation of the relative camera motion using tomographic projections. In the general case the motion of the camera in space is described by 6 parameters (3 coordinates and 3 rotation angles). However, the motion of the detector in a certain type of tomographic setup can be approximated by circular motion. Such an approximation, given that the radius is fixed, reduces the number of degrees of freedom to a single one -rotation angle. Circular motion is a special case of camera motion which is widely covered in the literature. Its features find application in areas such as camera calibration [21] , as well as objects 3D reconstruction from the series of images (structure from motion) [22, 23, 24] .
To match points between pairs of tomographic projections we use the keypoints -computational algorithms that allow to detect and describe regions of image that are invariant to various transformations. When matching keypoints, false correspondences inevitably arise, and consequently the rotation angle calculated based on the wrong correspondence will be incorrect. An additional complication in the context of X-ray images is the translucency of the object: it is difficult to determine from a single image where the point of the object is located (on the front side, inside or on the back side). Moreover, the points diametrically opposite relative to the rotation axis move in opposite directions when analyzing the sequence of images. Thus, methods for filtering false correspondences are necessary for a robust estimation of the axial rotation angle of an object.
The Random Sample Consensus method is a common approach to the robust estimation of model parameters from data containing outliers [25, 26, 27] . A number of works are known where the RANSAC method, which builds a hypothesis based on a single correspondence of points in successive images, is used to evaluate camera motion. In a series of works [28, 29, 30] D. Scaramuzza and co-authors solve the problem of visual odometry by analyzing the sequence of images taken by a camera mounted on a car. The authors showed that single-point parameterization leads to the fastest RANSAC implementation, and also demonstrated that in the problem of a car relative motion estimation, a single-point implementation can provide accuracy comparable, and sometimes superior to the standard five-point algorithm [31] . A similar problem was solved by another group of authors. In the work [32] N. V. Cuong and co-authors confirmed the findings of D. Scaramuzza and also presented a system using bundle adjustment to refine the relative motion estimation. The authors of [33, 34] proposed an algorithm combining RANSAC with an extended Kalman filter [35] . The use of the Kalman filter allows reducing the parameterization of the RANSAC algorithm to one-pint by using a priori probabilistic information on camera motion.
CAMERA MOTION MODEL
Consider a camera moving in a circle. The optical axis of the camera lies in the horizontal plane, and the object itself is stationary (see Fig. 1 ). The task is to estimate the angle of rotation of the camera between two positions from the images obtained in these positions. It can be shown that to solve this problem it is enough to know for each position Figure 1 : Circular camera motion the coordinates of the projection onto the image plane of one 3D point. Let q = (x, y, 1) T , q = (x , y , 1) T be the homogeneous coordinates of the same point for the first and second camera positions, respectively. These coordinates are linked by an essential matrix:
where R -rotation matrix around the y axis,
of the cross product with translation vector t, r -radius of the circle along which the camera moves. The system has one degree of freedom. Therefore it is possible to parameterize the essential matrix with a single parameter -the camera rotation angle:
According to [36] , the points q, q are connected by the relation q T Eq = 0. Having expanded this expression, we obtain an expression for the camera rotation angle:
The rotation matrix is uniquely derived from this angle and, if the radius of the circle is specified, the translation vector can be derived as well.
OUTLIERS REMOVAL
To find point correspondences on a pair of tomographic projections, the algorithm for detecting and matching keypoints is used. Since it is prone to the wrong matches, we propose to use the RANSAC-based algorithm that is robust to outliers (wrong matches).
At each iteration of the algorithm an arbitrary pair of corresponding points is selected. Using coordinates of chosen points the angle of rotation is calculated according to the equation (3). Next, the Sampson distance [36] is calculated for each remaining pair of points:
A pair of points is considered to be inlier (correct correspondence) if the error does not exceed a given threshold. If the proportion of such points exceeds a predetermined value, the model is considered to be a valid consensus (valid model).
For all such models an angle estimate is calculated using the least squares method [37] to minimize the sum of the squared errors of the form q T Eq for all satisfying the model points. The result of the algorithm is the angle chosen among all valid models at which the minimum squared error is achieved.
The required number of iterations of the RANSAC algorithm can be calculated as:
where p is the probability for N iterations to select at least one data set without outliers, is the fraction of outliers, n is the number of points necessary to build the tested model (in our case, n = 1).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A series of experiments was conducted to test the proposed rotation angle estimation algorithm. First of all, the algorithm was tested on synthetic data. The experiment made it possible to study the influence of the fraction of outlier correspondences and the spatial accuracy of the keypoints detector on the quality of the angle estimation. Experiments on a real sequence of tomographic projections made it possible to evaluate the effect of the properties of X-ray images on the accuracy of the angle estimates. The following sections describe in detail the methodology of the experiments and the obtained results.
For a relative quality assessment, the proposed algorithm was compared with two alternatives. The first algorithm calculates the median of all estimated angles for all pairs of corresponding points. The second algorithm is based on the analysis of a histogram of angles computed for all correspondences (hereinafter we will refer to this algorithm as a histogram). In this algorithm, the range of angles was divided into several intervals. For each pair of correspondences, the rotation angle was calculated using the equation (3). For each histogram interval, the number of pairs of points defining the angle from the corresponding interval was stored. Next, we selected the interval in which the largest number of angle estimates fell. Based on correspondences that fall into this interval, an angle was calculated with the least squares method.
Synthetic data experiments
In the experiment the following data generation procedure was used. Points were generated randomly (uniformly distributed) in the cylinder volume (see Fig. 2a and Table 1 ). The resulting point cloud was rotated by a predefined angle. For both sets of points (original and rotated), a transformation was made from the three-dimensional coordinates of the points to homogeneous coordinates normalized by focal length. Then normal noise with a zero mean was added to both homogeneous coordinates of original and rotated points. Thus, a set of pairs of points in homogeneous coordinates was generated. Outliers were added to the resulting set by randomly matching points before and after rotation of the point cloud.
For rotation angles in the range of (−90 • ; 90 • ) pairs of points were generated in the described above way. Each of the three described algorithms was tested on the whole range of angles. The angle estimation was repeated 300 times for each angle. The mean absolute error of rotation angle estimation was calculated for each algorithm for each angle form the range. The RANSAC algorithm parameters are presented in the Table 1 . The experimental results are shown in Fig.  3a . The obtained results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is superior in quality to the histogram and the median ones for the entire range of the rotation angles. This is due to the resistance of RANSAC to outliers, which inevitably arise when matching keypoints.
In addition, the influence of spatial keypoints detection noise on the rotation angle estimation accuracy was evaluated. In this experiment, the same point generation parameters were used as those specified in the Table 1 except for the number of correct correspondences and outliers that were changed to 100 and 0, respectively. The noise of keypoints detection was modeled by a normal distribution with zero mean. The standard deviation varied in the range 10 −6 ; 10 −3 . For each noise value, the measurement was carried out 1000 times and then the obtained error values were averaged. The error magnitude dependence on the noise standard deviation is shown in Fig. 3b . It can be seen from the obtained results that with a sufficiently large noise, the error in the RANSAC estimates starts to exceed the once of other algorithms. This is mainly due to the fact that during the experiment the Sampson distance threshold did not change. As a result the correct point correspondences were considered as outliers by algorithm. 
Experiments on tomographic projections
To test the proposed algorithm, a set of tomographic projections was collected from the X-ray microtomograph developed and operating at the Federal Research Center for Crystallography and Photonics of Russian Academy of Sciences [38, 39, 40] . Projections of a rotating object were formed with a step of 0.5 degrees in the range of 0 − 200 degrees (see Fig. 4 ). The SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features) algorithm for keypoints detection and descriptions was used to obtain point correspondences on a pair of tomographic projections. The Hessian threshold was set to 100. For a detailed description of the algorithm and its parameters the reader can refer to the original paper [41] .
The best accuracy was achieved with the following parameters of the RANSAC algorithm: desired probability to choose in N iterations a pair of points that is not an outlier is 0.999; fraction of correct correspondences: 0.05; the Sampson distance threshold at which the corresponding points are still considered as valid correspondence: 8 · 10 −4 ; the minimum fraction of inliers needed to considered a consensus valid: 0.6. A total of 398 pairs of tomographic projections were tested. The true value of the axial rotation angle for each pair was 1 degree. The Table 2 presents the results of the experiment. The RANSAC could not estimate the angle on 25 image pairs. In two cases the histogram algorithm did not have a peak above one pair per interval, and, therefore, could not estimate the angle. To make results comparable the set of 371 images where all algorithms succeeded was taken into account for statistics estimation. On average the error of the proposed algorithm is less than that of the other two. The maximum error value of the histogram method is 72 degrees, for RANSAC this value is half as much: 33 degrees. The median shows the worst results. All three methods showed an average error comparable to the true angle of rotation. Such a big error can be explained by the fact that when rotating 1 degree coordinates of object points undergo a small change. For instance, when rotating 1 degree, the change in the y coordinates (see the equation 3) of the corresponding points is approximately 1 -3 pixels, which is comparable to the keypoints detection spatial noise. An increase in the rotation angle between the projections would positively influence the results, however impossible due to the inability of the SURF algorithm to match points of tomographic projections at rotation angles exceeding 3 degrees for the data set used in this work. Thus, a reliable point matching of tomographic projections for large rotation angles seems to be a further direction of work. In addition, the distance from the optical axis 
Conditioning of rotation angle estimation problem on point coordinates
We have tested the robustness of the rotation angle estimation made by proposed RANSAC-based algorithm to spatial keypoints detection error. For a pair of real tomographic projections among all the correspondences selected as a valid consensus, the best one was selected (the one that has minimal sum of squared errors). Further, in the best pair, the position of the first point was fixed and the position of the second one was changing; the rotation angle estimation was re-calculated for each shift of the second point. The true value of the axial rotation angle was 1 degree. The calculated angle values are shown in Fig. 5 . It can be seen that shift along the x axis have little effect on the estimation, while an error of 1 pixel by y leads to a change in the result by more than a degree. In the experiments on tomographic projections the average point shift along the y axis caused by rotational motion was equal to 1.75 pixel.
As was mentioned in the previous section, there are possible points locations for which the equation for calculating the rotation angle is ill-conditioned. Fig. 6a illustrates the trajectories of some points of the rotating object. It can be seen that the ellipses in the vicinity of the horizontal plane passing through the camera optical center have a smaller minor axis, than the ones on the distant planes. Proximity to optical center leads to a larger error in calculating the angle due to the smaller signal-to-noise ratio while determining the vertical component of the point motion with keypoints detection and matching.
To study how the equation 3 is conditioned on the position of an object's point in space, the following experiment was conducted. The cubic lattice of size 200 was generated with the center at a distance of 200 from the camera center (see Fig. 2b ). Then it was rotated by a arbitrary chosen angle of 21 degrees. Then, similarly to the experiment on synthetic data, the coordinates of the points were transformed to homogeneous with the addition of normal noise (σ = 0.004). Based on each pair of points (original and rotated), the rotation angle and its deviation from the true value were estimated. The result was averaged over 100 measurements. To visualize the results, points whose average error was less than 60 degrees were discarded. This step was performed to highlight regions with the highest error. The result of the experiment is shown in Fig. 6b . The remaining points (points leading to the largest error value) lie in two planes. One of them is horizontal and intersects the principal point when projected on the image plane. Another plane is passing through the axis of rotation at an angle equal to the half of rotation angle (10.5 degrees in our experiment). When substituting the points lying in the described areas into the equation 3, the uncertainty of the form 0 0 is obtained. So the problem of rotation angle estimation is ill-conditioned for points lying in these areas.
Based on the experimental results it was estimated that the detected keypoint must lie on the distance of 0.9 from the optical center to obtain an angle estimation error less than 0.5 degrees. For the presented datset the furthest detected object point lies on the distance of 0.3 from the optical center which leads to the 1 degree error (see Table 4 ). 
CONCLUSION
A RANSAC-based algorithm for axial rotation angle estimation of an object from its tomographic projections is proposed. The proposed algorithm requires only one correct correspondence of the points of two projections. An experimental comparison of the proposed algorithm with baseline algorithms on synthetic and real data is conducted. It is shown that the proposed algorithm is superior. Also, a series of experiments was conducted aimed at studying the conditionality of the problem of rotation angle estimation from a pair of corresponding images points. So, on the one hand, it is shown that at small angles of rotation, the spatial noise of keypoints detector can be comparable to a change in the point coordinates caused by rotation, which means that keypoints detection and matching algorithm is needed that allow for reliable match of tomographic projections points at large angles of rotation of the object. On the other hand, the obtained results demonstrate that the proximity of the objects point to the axis of rotation and the horizontal plane crossing the camera optical axis makes the problem ill-conditioned and in the extreme case makes estimation uncertain. Thus, when choosing points, it is necessary to filter the points lying in the mentioned areas. It is important to note that in tomography, the peripheral areas of an object are subject to less overlapping signals coming from different depths of the object, which means that potentially such areas are better described by keypoint algorithms developed for images formed in an opaque world model. Thus, the areas of the object far from the optical axis of the camera and the axis of rotation of the object itself are of the greatest interest for estimating the magnitude of axial rotation.
It was shown that to apply the proposed algorithm for solving practical problems, it is necessary to conduct a preliminary analysis of the conditionality of the problem for the particular object and the keypoints detected on it. The proposed algorithm can be further improved by developing mechanisms for keypoints detection and description specifically optimized for digital radiographic images. Another direction of development is to minimize the error in determining the angle of axial rotation when comparing different pairs of the sequence of images, not just neighboring ones.
